Wiring a street rod

Don't miss out on this opportunity to join one of the best rodding communities in America!
Featuring: classics for sale , free-topic forums , experts' advice , builders corner , carshows ,
blogs , videos , complete service directory , auto parts swap-and-sell , and much more! Whether
you are a dealer looking to sell your rides, or just someone looking to share your hobby, this is
the place for you! If you have a Hot Rod that you think may need to be rewired the first thing to
do is evaluate the wiring system. A lot of the older builds have either a wiring harness that was
pulled from an old car or if you are working on a later model car the wiring harness may be the
stock harness. You will want to look for wires that have been poorly spliced together and also
for signs of corrosion. A poorly wired vehicle is easy to spot under the hood and under the
dash. Once you have decided that you want to rewire you Hot Rod now it is time to do some
research and decide which harness you want to install. There are many harnesses on the
market today and most all are good quality. All are great quality and easy to install. All the new
harnesses use the spade fuses and all wires are labeled from end to end. If you are wiring a new
build the instruction manuals that come with the harnesses will show you how to wire
everything from top to bottom. Just follow the instructions and you will have no problems. Take
your time. Disconnect the battery if you have one. If you are rewiring a hot rod make sure that
as you remove the wires from existing components that you are able to read where the wires go.
If not take a few minutes and label the terminals on components so that you will know where the
new wires need to go. You can remove the old harness and then start installing the new
harness. Or you can just go in and change one wire at a time. The change the wire one at a time
method will be slower than removing the old harness completely and starting the install of the
new harness. Whichever way you feel more comfortable is the way you should go. You will need
a few items for the install. Electrical tape, Electrical connectors, Wire stripper, A volt meter in
case you have some issues that require trouble shooting, Zip Ties small, A Heat Gun and heat
shrink tubing. I prefer to use the heat shrink tubing to cover my electrical connections instead
of the electrical tape. If you are doing a new build you will need a hole saw unless you already
have a hole through the firewall. Now that you are ready to begin select the location where the
fuse box will be mounted. Uncoil all the wires and split the wires into three sections. Now mount
the fuse box and run the sections that you just split to the front, rear and interior of the Hot Rod.
Once you have this done now you can start wiring the Hot Rod. I usually start with the engine
compartment. You will see once you get started that there are very few wires that control the
engine functions. Once you have this done you can progress one wire at a time until you have
all the wires connected. As always there will be wires that you are not going to use depending
on what options your hot rod has. I would terminate these wires but leave them long so that you
can add components at a later date. Once all the wires have been connected you can connect
the battery and start the validation process. Verify that all fuses are in place and in good
condition. Start the car and validate all functions are operational. Then take a minute and smile.
Your first rewire is complete and there are no issues. Go ahead you can do it with
StreetRodding. Project comments will be below the pictures, additionally each picture may have
it's own comments and discussions. Sign in to comment. Join Free! No thanks. Find Your Street
Rod This field is required. Year View All Items For Sale. Search In. This is a classic scenario:
Joe S. Rodder takes his budget roadster down to the local wiring guy to have a new wiring
harness installed, and the quote is for 40 hours of labor! After catching his breath, all our pal
Joe can think is, what could possibly take so long? The truth is that nice wiring jobs, the kind
that help a car run all day and look good sitting still, take time. Even if Joe started with one of
the fine kits on the market today, such as the Painless Wiring kit shown here, he would find that
the job takes at least 40 hours. It takes a lot of work to install a wiring harness, work that most
people never see. Details like where the fuse block is placed in the car, how it's mounted, how
the wires are run, how the connectors are installed and more all contribute to how the final
product looks and works. To learn all this and more, we went to Fred's Wiring in Ontario,
California, where Fred Ingle and his crew tore into wiring one nameless yet rusty roadster. Even
if problems do appear, the chances of finding them are better with a clean installation. Electrical
gremlins are probably one of the most frustrating automotive problems, so the time spent
wiring your car correctly will keep you on the road, instead of on the side of the road with a
flashlight in your hand. Most rodders struggle with where to start wiring a car. If you've never
wired a car, it is hard to picture where to place the fuse block. Usually, the best place is under
the dash on the firewall. This makes the fuse block easily accessible and simplifies running the
wires to the rest of the car. Velcro, fasteners and welded-on brackets are commonly used to
mount the fuse block, but Fred's used fiberglass-reinforced epoxy to glue a fuse-block bracket
to the firewall. This eliminates any unsightly holes or welding damage, yet provides a
permanent mount for the block. Once the fuse block is mounted, running the wires to their
respective areas is the next task. The Painless Wiring kit comes with the wires prebundled, but

Fred's recommended using bundles of eight wires or less, so some of the bundles were redone
to reduce the number of wires. The wires were located in the car to minimize their exposure to
extreme heat and wear, both of which could cause a short. Fred's also used small
adhesive-backed wire anchors for holding wires to vertical surfaces. The adhesive was scraped
off and epoxy was used to mount the anchors permanently. These pieces are available at
electrical supply houses for less than a dollar each. As the wiring was placed in the car, zip ties
were used every few inches to hold the wires neatly together. Fred's used a zip-tie gun to get
even tension and clean cuts on all the ties. All the wiring bundles were run through the car to
their proper locations before any cutting and crimping started. This was because it was
inevitable that some wires would have to be rerouted around obstacles that arose during the
job. Always make sure everything is in its place before cutting, since this will prevent the
dreaded splicing of wire later. After all the bundles were positioned, the wires were cut to length
and the Painless Wiringâ€”provided solderless ends crimped on. Having a quality crimping tool
makes all the difference when putting solderless ends on wire. For a superclean look, use
shrinktubing over the connector and wire mating point. Fred's used solderless connectors
without the plastic cover, so all the ends have shrinktubing on them, but it works just as well on
the plastic- covered ends. Finally, a test light is critical to fine-tune the entire system after you
think you have finished. Electricity is quite simple: It flows from positive to negative, leaks at
the point of least resistance a short and makes nice stuff look and smell bad when it shorts.
Therefore, you need to work smarter than electricity which shouldn't be that hard and make
your wiring system as clean and efficient as possible to avoid these problems. All that takes is
time and knowledge, both of which you now have! Close Ad. Will Handzel writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Wiring - the mere mention of the subject brings chills to the spine of
most performance car do-it-yourselfers. But for those willing to do some research, practice a bit
of trial and error, and spend the time and effort required any of these chores can be and are
often completed by those of us with at least a modicum of technical know-how. We've got on
good thing going for us when it comes to wiring our beloved street rods these days - a few
smart men and the companies they represent that offer us access to complete prefabricated
harnesses and related components which eliminate much of the heartache and labor involved in
the wiring process. That said, I'm going to proceed under the assumption that very few will
attempt a complete rewiring job without taking advantage of what these companies have to offer
and will attempt the procedure armed with the components and accompanying instructions
provided with said components. Okay, now comes my end of the deal. Here, instead of trying to
rewrite my version of the instructions you got with your wiring kit, I'm going to try and provide
some usable information, tips, and tricks that'll hopefully arm you with the confidence and
motivation to get the job done. My first tip is extremely important and one you've most likely
heard more times than you can count - read the damn instructions! I know, I know - it's not in
our nature to do such a thing, that is, until we're hopelessly dazed and confused. But when it
comes to a job like this, you just have to swallow your pride, go hide in the crapper, and read
'em from front to back - hey, you can always deny you read 'em when the job is done. Now that
you've agreed to read the instructions before you start, here's the additional information I
promised. The three most basic units in electricity are voltage, current, and resistance. Voltage
is measured in volts, current is measured in amps and resistance is measured in ohms. A neat
analogy to help understand these terms are plumbing pipes. The voltage is equivalent to the
water pressure, the current is equivalent to the flow rate, and the resistance is like the pipe size.
Thankfully they're different colors and labeled to boot. There's also a fuse box and normally a
bunch of relays little black cubes with spade terminals sticking out as well. The instructions will
tell you what circuit they're for and what wires to hook up to 'em, but what are they for and how
do they work? RELAYS A relay is a gizmo that allows low current to activate a much more
powerful current without overloading a switch. Another way to describe it is as a
"switched-switch" or "triggered-switch" capable of handling higher amperage than the switch
it's replacing. A typical relay only needs about milliamps 0. By making the relay the main switch
in the headlight circuit and using the headlight switch as the trigger for the relay, we shift the
amperage load off the headlight switch and onto the relay, which is designed to do the job.
Unlike a fuse, which operates once and then has to be replaced, a circuit breaker can be reset
either manually or automatically to resume normal operation. FUSES A fuse performs the same
chore as a breaker but is much smaller and must be replaced after it trips. The conductor inside
the fuse is made of a metal similar to solder. It has a lower melting point than the wire itself. The
size of the conductor is calibrated very carefully so that when the rated current is reached,
enough heat is generated to melt the conductor and so break the circuit. A blown fuse must be
replaced with a fuse of the same amperage. If you've got a fuse that keeps blowing, find the
problem don't just install a larger amperage fuse or else you'll be sorry. Higher amperage

circuits require larger diameter wire and terminals of higher ratings. The same is true if you are
running an extra long circuit or bundling many circuit wires together in a loom. Just like the
switches, these parts need to be sized to carry the amperage and need to be able to ventilate to
prevent heat buildup. Contrary to some folk's belief, soldered connections are not a necessity
though, I do prefer them , a good crimp joint is fine. The OEM's as-a-rule use crimp joints for
everything including many main battery connections without a problem. Again, every single
piece in a circuit has the total amperage running through it and needs to be sized accordingly.
The things to consider when selecting a wire size and insulation are the ambient temperature,
the current the wire will be carrying, the total length of the wire, and how much voltage loss is
acceptable. There is always some loss, the longer the wire, or the smaller the wire, the more the
loss. As a general rule sensitive circuits and headlights can tolerate 3 percent loss, and most
everything else can tolerate 10 percent loss. Headlights are sensitive because the light output
varies as the square of the voltage or more, so if you want the best light output you can get, use
a heavier gauge wire and use a relay. Quality wire strippers, terminal crimpers, a good test light,
and soldering gun beat the heck out of stripping wire with a penknife or your teeth, crimping
terminals with a pair of pliers, assuming a circuit is live, and soldering with a cigarette lighter.
Always keep in mind that a circuit, any circuit, has to be complete. This means that the current
has to be able to travel from true ground to the positive side of the energy source in order to
operate. Never rely on just the negative battery cable as the only ground, always incorporate a
separate ground from the engine block to the chassis. Close Ad. Wiring Basics - Web Exclusive!
Tips for a successful wiring job. Jim Rizzo writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE
-. Select your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add
to Buildlist. Click to Login. Fully illustrated instruction guide takes you step by step to wiring
your street rod 12 total pages in this awesome book A must have for your toolbox or book shelf
Makes a great gift Written by Jack Sweeden. Part :. Info By Jack Sweeden. This book is a fully
illustrated, instructional guide that takes you step-by-step through wiring your street rod.
Ground shipping only in the contiguous US. Related Products. Speedway Universal Headlight
Switch. Universal Ignition and Headlight Switch Kit. Universal Dimmer Switch Kit. More Like
This. View All Instruction Manuals. What Moves Us? We know how fast you chase your dreams.
Thank you for all the memories and for the years of business together. Unbox new apparel from
Speedway Motors. Unbox the perfect gift from Speedway Motors. We look at the basics of
performance carburetion and what you need to properly supply your street or race car with
enough fuel in this buyer's guide. Choosing the Perfect Racing Shoes. Compliment that new fire
suit you just purchased with the appropriate SFI-rated racing shoes to go with your program.
Our racing shoes buyer's guide will help lead your way to the best racing shoe for you! Gift
Ideas for Car Lovers. Need holiday ideas for the gearhead in your life? This handy guide will
steer you in the right direction. Gift Ideas for Racers. Here are some ideas to help! You May Also
Like. Welcome to Wiring ! The first thing in Wiring is look over your wiring in your car. Is it
good? Does it seem to be unmolested, uncut and have all the insulation in good shape? If it's
good, then you can use it without too much worry but you will want to keep an eye on it.
Especially if you modify it. Remember, you should always have a small fire extinguisher in your
car. It's not that hard or expensive. You just have to do it step by step. Lot's of people have
fixed, modified, or completely rewired their rides. Just by following simple instructions and
taking their time, they've had great success. In the following pages we'll show you how to fix,
modify, or completely rewire your ride. Hey, that's why you came here. Another thing Use good
supplies! Nothing works worse or is more dangerous than bad ends, wire, etc. Or is it bad? Is
the wiring cut and spliced? Is the insulation cracked and split? If it's bad, replace it. Don't put all
your work and money into your ride then let it burn down because of bad wiring. Good supplies
are nearly as cheap or cheaper as bad supplies. The thing is, most people simply don't know
where to get it. This harness will adapt to G. This harness is based on G. Each group of wires
are long enough to adapt to almost any street rod. All of our harnesses are built with GXL type
wire that is intended for use in the engine compartment where higher heat resistance is
required. Each of our harnesses are equipped with a coil kill switch. This switch kills power to
the coil while allowing power to flow freely to the rest of the vehicle. This switch is used as a
safety future when you park your vehicle. Our second generation harnesses are equiped with a
custom cut base plate for mounting and a stainless steel brushed cover over the fuses to make
for a a clean look. All terminals in the fuse panel are crimed and hand-soldered making every
connection and circuit safe and reliable. Kwik Wire is a leading manufacturer and retailer of
street rod wire harnesses and electrical components. All fuse block terminals are crimped and
soldered to insure your wiring harness will never fail. Each and every custom wiring kit or street
rod part is tested and inspected. Next time you are looking for a wiring harness for that

restoration project Kwik Wire will be glad to help. Our Family owned business manufactures
everything in the heart of America. VIP Sponsors. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy
Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. Last
edited: Apr 5, For a simple diagram, I have been using one from an old Peterson Book called,
Basic Ignition Systems, but I have copied your block diagram because it will make it easier for
me to explain the system to other people. Where's your taillights? Where's the ignition switch
go? Dimmer switch for the headlights? You have a 50A circuit breaker for the fuse panel which
given the loads shown is hugely oversized , where's the rest of the fuses? Crazy Steve , Apr 5,
There are so many post's because it's not easy for many. And it certainly isn't as easy as your
diagram suggest's. It isn't just connect the dot's and all points make contact as they should.
Johnny Gee , Apr 5, You do know that there's virtually no automotive keyed switch that can
safely and reliably carry a 50A load? The biggest I've seen with a legitimate rating is only good
for 24A. I hate seeing stuff like this posted because with wiring, the devil really is in the details.
You might want to read this And a functioning horn is required pretty much everywhere. Model
A's didn't come with electronic ignition and tach so those blow your simple diagram theory out
of the window. Depending on year model, turn signals and high beams. This would at least meet
basic requirements to pass laws in most states. Connecting dots is not a proper wiring diagram
If someone can't read a simple wiring diagram, they sure shouldn't be wiring a car. There's
always guys looking for a 'magic bullet' for wiring design. Sure, it your car is a '40s or older,
very bare bones, and you don't add any newer safety items like turn signals or have a radio,
heater with a fan or electric wipers or any other electric devices , you can get away with a pretty
basic harness. Even so, there's still some skull sweat involved and you can have a fair amount
of variation in the design depending on all the components used. The OEMs moved away from
these style harnesses because of safety and reliability issues. Two, guys will try to start with a
'basic' design and then add stuff to it. Several issues with this; one, you'll probably duplicate
wires that don't need it. Two, as the design gets more and more 'layered', the diagrams get
increasingly harder to read. I hate 'total car' diagrams for just this reason. You're far better off to
design each 'system' separately like the lighting diagram above, although I can see two issues
with it, one major and then integrate the systems together. Three, in spite of the fact that
numerous aftermarket vendors will claim their harness is 'EZ' or 'Painless' to install and I'm not
calling out just those suppliers, they all do it , they're as guilty as the OEMs about skimping on
wire size. Big difference is the OEMs have full engineering data on every component they use
and how much they can get away with and still get it wrong on occasion. They are also using
all-new components; are you? The aftermarket furnishes 'generic' circuits that may or may not
be correct for whatever you're connecting to it, and are equally guilty of skimping on wire sizes.
Then they sell you relays to 'fix' their design flaws Harness design isn't rocket science; while
having extensive electrical knowledge is a plus, if you're willing to look for the right info and
granted, accurate automotive info isn't always easy to find , anybody can wire a car. Just don't
expect it to be a quicky weekend job if you want it done right. Guys will spend hours, if not days
perfecting brake, suspension, and fuel system design and then rush the wiring. Crazy Steve ,
Apr 6, Asking for a simple diagram is like asking how long is a piece of string. What are you
running? Cosmo50 , Apr 6, Ask and ye shall receive! Boneyard51 , Apr 6, What this all boils
down to is that there are no short cuts to wiring a car so there can't be a shortcut to the
schematic. You have to know what needs to be wired and draw it in. Mapping out where all of
this wiring is going to go Whole nother can of worms. Written by Jack Sweeden and sold by all
of the book companies. He covers both generator systems and alternators. Skip your next
Starbucks Latte and invest in the book. It appears that on pre Ford cars didn't come with turn
signals. My 41 Ford didn't come with turn signals. I added those on using a universal turn signal
switch mounted to the column. I want to say that a lot of pre 50's cars did not have signals. My
dad's 50 Chevy sedan doesn't have signals either. So from a stock wiring perspective, I like the
simplicity of that wiring diagram. In Texas High beams and indicator lamp are not required on
vehicles built prior to Jan 1, Turn signals are required on and newer vehicles. Other states may
different but as a general rule, these are when government regulations required them also. Also
on the turn indicators They must be self cancelling. Toggle switch won't pass. The problem with
the above diagram is using separate turn bulbs in the rear in the same housing; when the brake
lights are applied, you won't see the turn signals. My avatar was set up like that when I got it,
and I got complaints about it. Uh oh Thor1 , Apr 6, It seems he doesn't like 'know it alls' and got
mad and quit I used to have a neighbor who would ask for automotive advice. He was also a
notorious cheapskate; if the choice was cheap and wrong vs expensive and right, he'd try
cheap first every time. Then when he had to re-do it, complain that the 'right' repair was
expensive Anyway, he usually had electrical questions and when I'd explain what was needed,
he'd then argue with me. Finally I asked him one day that if he thought I was wrong, why even

ask? His answer 'Well, you're pretty smart with this stuff'. So I ask him 'What do you know about
this? I told him if you come over and ask one more time and then argue with me, we're done. He
quit asking Last edited: Apr 6, Steve, I had almost the same situation with a friend of mine I
finally told him the same thing. People are funny Like I've said, guys will spend all sorts of time
working the mechanical aspect of their project yet many still think that 'electrical' is some sort
of afterthought. But unlike mechanical, electrical won't always show if there's issues, at least
until the smoke leaks out. I've seen terrible crap work trouble-free for years, and seen otherwise
nice jobs with only one flaw go up in flames; you never know But the degree of installation
difficulty between a maybe-OK harness and one that's right is very little. It's the pre-installation
planning that takes time, and is the area where 'shortcuts' can have disastrous results. Starting
with no formal training ,in , I did it my way to quote Frank. That was before we had the internet
and could share knowledge. I had a small group of knowledgeable friends that I could count on.
But that was about it. I jumped at the chance years later, to be a Charter member of Oklahoma
Emergency Technicians Association and we then helped neighboring states form their
associations. After that the Southwest Conference was established. That along with the internet
, helped with the sharing of information concerning everything that had to do with Fire trucks
and Ambulances. If you think your Hotrod electrical system is complicated, look at a Fire
Engine. Johnny Gee , Apr 6, Irish Mike and pat59 like this. What a crybaby I was going to post
here last night but thought better of it. But fuck - it it's Friday night now This guy never wired a
car before, decides he's going to set everyone straight and teach with a simple wiring
diagram?!? Then get bent out of shape because someone says "nope, that's not right. Hope it's
longer this time. Thank goodness it's gone and no innocent seekers will be harmed. An
Immature individual with cognitive distortions and lack of control over their emotions is
technically more correct but "cry baby" has a better ring. Attention seeking is the quickest way
to get butt hurt. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link
Policy. Twitter Instagram. Coach Controls has been building high quality wiring systems for the
automotive racing industry for more than a decade and is now proud to offer these modern
Universal Wiring Kits for street use. The heart of our kits is the Power Center, distributing power
through fuses and relays to all circuits. This means longer life and more power to your system
for easier starting, brighter headlights, and better working power windows. Even daytime
running lights are provided as a standard safety feature. High currents can cause switches to
get hot. All Coach Controls wire kits are designed the way new cars are built today using relays
to carry heavy loads instead of switches. Relays offer an efficient and reliable means of
switching high currents with minimal power loss. Auto manufacturers and professional car
builders recognize this and have been using relays instead of bulky switches to improve the
quality and reliability of automotive electrical systems for decades. Our Power Centers utilizes
high quality relays to distribute power to all vehicle loads. This means no more time-consuming
mounting and wiring add-on relays. The heavy duty ignition and headlight switches required by
other manufacturers are not necessary with these kits. Options are available for a security
alarm, European style signal lights, and even an option for later model vehicles that require
dropping the windows slightly to open the doors. All three kits are available in standard and
long versions. The standard versions are designed for mounting the Power Center under the
dash. The long wire kits include wires that are 5 - 10 ft longer and allow the Power Center to be
located elsewhere under the seat, in the trunk, etc. Your cart contains: 0 items. Free Shipping
on all complete wire kits. Create Account or Log In. Quick Selection Guide Roadster Designed
primarily for open cockpit cars. Select Daytime Running Lights or conventional Headlights. Two
beam Headlights only. No power windows. No wipers. No power door locks. Coupe Designed for
coupes, sedans, and most cars. Includes all the Roadster relays and functions, plus additional
relays and support for Provides many modern conveniences including Wiring always frustrated
me, even the simplest layout can be confusing. The diagram included everything I needed when
I built my first roadster, with exception of an ammeter amp meter. With thanks to Mike Bishop
and Vern Tardel, I have taken liberties with their model and have slightly revised it. Here are the
revisions I have made: - I added an ammeter in series, a lot of people are confused where to
wire it. The fuse to relay to horn wires should be heavier then the
ta4f wiring diagram
2009 ford focus wheel bearing replacement
2015 dodge dart dashboard
switch to relay wire. He had them backwards on the original diagram. Click the picture to
enlarge. This was designed for 12V systems, but can be used for 6V also. If used for 6V, make

all the wires heavier by 2. For example 14 gauge wire will become 12 gauge, 10 gauge will be 8
gauge, etc. Update, Sept This posting is by far the most popular of my posting. Obviously there
is a need for this info. Another Note: you can drag the drawing to your desktop folder to save it
or print it. Posted by AJ Elias. Labels: do-it-yo-self , tech Newer Post Older Post Home. The
Virus Ford roadster --gets in your blood. Our Car Club Plaque How we made it at home! Mostly a
tinkerer, I like to figure out how things work, and what stuff they are made of. View my complete
profile. DVDs for your viewing pleasure. Post Labels A-V8ers 5 about your driver 8 car show 15
chicks 3 Daytons 17 do-it-yo-self 8 ebay 2 flathead 2 funny ha-ha 7 Goldie 1 it's history man 6
parts 12 Petersen Museum 3 tech Follow LAHotRod.

